Review: One of Us, Parts I, II, and III
This comprehensive review includes words from all three parts of this story.
1.) Match the following gestures with what each means:
shake your head
yes
nod
I don’t know
shrug
no
2.) What might you wear to a casual party?
a tuxedo or dress
a swimming suit

jeans and T-shirt

3.) Find five pairs of synonyms in this list:
tranquil – promise - beseech – approve – beg – agree – peaceful – cautious –
swear – tentative
4.) Which animal is known for its obstinacy?
mule
ostrich
lion
turtle
5.) When do you speak in hushed voices?
When you’re giving a presentation
When you’re asking a friend for help on a test question in school
When you’re trying to persuade someone to do something
6.) Which of the following is stiff?
a board
a curtain

a flower

7.) You ask your mom if you can have $10. If she consents, she says ...
no
yes
maybe
8.) You usually associate with ...
people you don’t like
friends, family, and co-workers
policemen and officials
9.) There a distinct difference between ...
blue and green
red and pink

black and white

10.) Which of the following could be considered a sacrifice?
Lending a pencil to your friend
Giving your savings to help a friend in the hospital
Helping your dad fix the house after school
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Crossword Puzzle Review: Test yourself on the vocab!

Across:

Down:

1.

To stay in one place in the air

21. Like an enemy, unfriendly

2.

Entertained, to think something is funny

22. Taunt, mock

3.

Inhabitant

23. Not female

4.

Calm, casual

24. Awful, terrible

5.

Empty

25. Busy

6.

Complain, groan

26. Show, uncover, expose

7.

A lot of money is a ____

28. Fascinated, curious

8.

Nervous, anxious, worried

29. Document stating who will receive your

9.

To look at with appreciation

things when you die

10. To appear in a threatening way

30. Not discouraged

11. Doomed

31. Odd, ridiculous, crazy

12. To kneel close to the ground

32. Fanaticism

13. Chide, rebuke

33. When you are cold, you ___

14. To talk about briefly

34. Broken pieces, garbage

15. Not sweet

35. Person who suffers damage or harm

16. To meet, run across, find

36. Sadness, grief

17. A person who enters forbidden property

37. Stubborn

18. To challenge

38. To pressure to do something, egg on

19. To be in awe, to wonder

39. I want to scare you, or ___ you out

20. Protest, opposition

40. Losing color with age
41. Fed up
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